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Macs comin ·on-line
Typing Lab to get 6 compute
by Andre Morrou
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

By the second week of October, UCF
students should be able to get their
homework and term papers done by
using computers purchased by UCF's
Student Government.
SG Business Manager Mel Rogers,
the chairman of SG's Computer Lab
Advisement and Planning Committee,
said SG is buying seven Macintosh SE
computers and three printers.
Six of the Macintoshes will be installed in Rm. 149 of the Student Activities Center (which houses SG offices) sharing space with the SGTyping
Lab, while the other one will be purchased from SG by Student Legal Services.
"This is an extension of the Typing
Lab into word processing utilizing the
Macintosh computers," said Sen. Fred
Schmidt, the vice chairman of the

CLAPC.

Ro b MoV1dtr'CENTRAl fLOAIOA fl:HURE

HISTORY ONCE AGAIN
The spaceshuttleDiscovery as seen'resting' on its launch pad the night before lift
off at 11:37 a.m., Sept. 29.

The total cost of the Apple computer
package consisting of six computers
and related items will be about
$17,000, said Schmidt. An additional
$3,000 will be spent on furniture and
equipment for the computers
A de ermining f. ctor in he
committee's dec1 ion o purchase
Apples instead of IBMs was the deals
offered by the respective vendors.
Rogers said, "What we were looking
at was the comparable pric~s of the
Apple systems as opposed to the IBM
computers," adding that overall, the

, 3 printers

Apple computer package offered lower
prices with more software, while IBM
only offered hardware with a higher
cost.
"Also, the Apple people gave us a
bulk discoun ·'lee we ordered more
than a norma amount. That's good for
the budget, while the computers will be
agreat service to the students,"he said.
The Apple package includes extra
software, connector kits and installation instructions which the IBM package lacked.
The bill authorizing purchase of the
computers was first introduced in the
20th Senate in late July and passed in
the fall prior to the Senate elections.
The computers will be set up in a
network with two ImageWriter pnnters and one LaserWriter printer.
The ImageWriter printers will cost
$450 each, while the laser printer will
be $2, 750, said Schmidt.
"There will probably be a minimum
charge to print on the LaserWriter
printer in order to keep up on maintenance of it," said Schmidt. "It will help
avoid unnecessary costs. What we
want to avoid is down time when the
computer system might crash."
"This charge · will help keep the
computers in p~oper working order. In
a way, it will be a limit for serious
usage; for the flnal opy," he said.
Schmidt said that another determining factor in the committee'~ decision to purchase the Macintoshes was
how "user-friendly " they are.
SEE COMPUTER PAGE 9

Brief disturba nce
flares-up at Wild Pizza
•
by Lonee Turner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Four non-students created
a brief disturbance Wednesday night at the Wild Pizza
and were escorted out by a
UCF police officer.
. The four, who did not present any identification when
carded at the door, ware suspected of drinking beer, and
when approached by Wild
Pizza employees an argument
ensued.
Acting Sgt. D. M. Brown
said he arrived in a "peace
keeping mode," with the main
objective being to "diffuse the
disturbance."
After being escorted outside, surrounded by a crowd of
onlookers, the largest member

of the four-6-foot-3, 235
pounds-had to be held back by
his three friends.
Directmg his anger at
Brown and two employees of
the Wild Pizza, he shouted, "I
paid my $2, cracker."
He then left the scene, but
later returned to speak mth
police. No charges are pending, said Brown.
All students are admitted
free of charge to the Wild
Pizza's Wednesday dance
night. Non-students are also
admitted, but are charged $2
at the door.
The 'Wild Pizza's alcohol
policy requires that all people
oflegal drinking a ge who wish
to drink alcoholic beverages
must present valid identifica-

.

Kelly Leider, of Tri-delta sorority, participates in Friday's 'watermelon bust' held by Lamda Chi Alpha.

SEE PIZZA PAGE 7
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•
MISSION POSSIBLE

•
Hundreds of students at UCF stopped in their tracks at 11 :37 a.m. Thursday and, along
with millions of others, turned toward the East Coast to watch the launch of the space shuttle
Discovery from thEf Kennedy Space Center. This marked the first U.S. manned mission into ;
space since the deaths of the seven astronauts in the Challenger crew on Jan. 28, 1986.
(At left), with the eyes of the world upon them, the Discovery and its crew of five astronauts begin their ascent into the heavens, leaving a cloud of white smoke behind them. The
crew of the Discovery consists of Rick Ha'uck, commander; Dick Covey, pilot; Mike Lounge,
mission specialist; Dave Hilmers, mission specialist; Pinky Nelson, mission specialist.

•
•

•

• STRESSBUSTERS

•DREAMS

The UCF Health Resource
Center holds a Stressbusters
meeting every Wednesday· at
lla.m.
The group discusses stress
management, test taking techniques, relaxation tools, biofeedback, nutrition and other
stress related aspects.
For more information, call
281-5841.

What do dream symbols
mean? This is the question
most often asked by people
interested in their dreams.
Dr. Lint Hutchinson will
examine dreams and how to
interpret their meanings in a
workshop to be held at Rollins
College from Oct.11 to Nov. 15.
For more information about
registration, call 646-2632.

• AIDS EDUCATION

• MHA SCHOLARSHIPS

UCF is looking for 10 students interested in learning
about AIDS.
Successful individuals will
become resource persons for
the Orange County School
System.
Following a required AIDS
workshop, students wi11 spend
one day with an Orange
County high school life management teacher.
This grant project is open to
all students, all majors in
good standing.
Students must be able to
give up one day of classes in
mid-to late October.
For more information,
please call Sharon Douglas at
275-2 214.

Graduate students with
financial need and high academic achievements, who are
majoring in psychology, mental health counseling, school
psychology or family counseling may be eligible for a scholarship from the Mental Health
Association.
For more information, contact Will Shaffner at 275-2827.

•ENGINEERING AWARD

The American Consulting
Engineers Council is awarding
a $5,000 scholarship to aqualified
engineering student
working towards a bachelor's
degree.
For more information, call
Will Shaffner at 275-2827.

•BICYCLE FESTIVAL

Entries for the 14th annual
Mount Dora Bicycle Festival
on Oct. 21-23 are now being·
accepted.
Rides vary from leisurely
one-hour tours to a full-day
ride through the quiet countryside of Central Florida.
Fees are $30, $45 and $60,
depending on the ride, and
include meals. Participation is
limited to 1,200 bicyclists.
For more information, call
the Mount Dora Chamber of
Commerce at"(904) 383-2165.
• -HONOR SOCIETY

The UCF department of

public service administration
has received permission to
form a local chapter of Pi
Alpha Alpha, the national
honor society for public administration students.
Interested students can call
Jay Jurie at 275-2603.
•HELPING PEOPLE

ida Symphony Orchestra will
be part of the festivities Sunday, Oct. 16, at the Florida
Hospital birthday celebration
in Loch Haven Park.
The event begins at 1 p.m.,
with ice cream at 4 p.m. and a
performance by the FSO at 5
p.m.
Admission is free and everyone .is invited to be part of
the celebration.

The Central Florida
Helpline is holding two
courses titled "How to be a
•CREW TEAM
People Helper."
The training will include
The UCF crew team is looktopics such as: active listen- ing for members, both men and
ing, crisis intervention, caring women. No experience is necconfrontation and the basic essary.
skills of counseling.
For more information, conParticipation is open to tact Dennis Kamrad at 275anyone.
2351.
Classes will begin Oct. 4 and
will be held on Mondays and • STOP SMOKING
Wednesdays.
The American Cancer Soc.iFor more information, call ety is once again asking for
Pat Ritz at 740-7480.
participationin the Great
American Smokeout on Thurs• WRITING SKILLS
day, Nov. 1 7.
Two day-long seminars on
Last year 3,220,000 Ameri"Writing and Selling Nonfic- cans died from the toxic subtion" and "Getting Your Book stances in cigarettes.
Published" will be held on Oct.
29 and 30 at the Las Palmas • GOOD NUTRITION
Inn on International Drive in
The Rollins College DiviOrlando.
!;iion of Non-Credit Programs
The seminars are sponsored will offer a class on nutrition,
by the Florida Freelance Writ- beginning Monday, Oct. l 0 at 7
ers Associations.
p.m.
.
For more information, call
This program will focus on
1-800-851-3392.
good nutrition and understanding the benefits of nutrients.
• 80-YEARS·OLD
A glance back in time, ice
For more information,
cream, cake and a special please call Rollins College at
birthday concert by the Flor- 646-2632.

• UNITED WAY

The UCF 1988 Heart of
Florida United Way Campaign is scheduled for the
period of Oct. 3-Nov. 3.
Please give your support to
this important community
program and help to achieve
our 1988 goal of $30,000.
• LIMITS OF MOMENT
A performance event
featuriiig aspiring local musicians, poets and visual artists
atCafeNoir, 1229 N. Mills. For
more information, contact
Eugene Marsh at 895-0921.
• MUSIC POSITION

Opportunities are available
for composers and musicians
to work with nationally acclaimed composer/pianist
Joan Tower.
Those who are hired will
work with Tower during her
residency at Atlantic Center
for the Arts.
Applicants should submit a
cassette containing two or
three of there favorite works, a
xeroxed page from a score, a
biography and a list of 20th
century pieces you could play
during the session.
For more information,
please contact Susan Ross at
(904)427-6975 or send materials direct to Atlantic Center for
the Arts, 1414 Art Center
Avenue, New Smyrna Beach,
FL, 32069.
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.Scholarship money given
by Jennifer Schuessler
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE"

Free Money! This was the publicity slogan
used by a student advisory group to promote
engineering scholarships underwritten with
donations from a local engineering group.
This year, the local chapter of the Florida
Engineering Socirty has donated $9,000 to be
used for scholarships. Since 1968, the group
has donated over $65,000 to the College of Engineering at UCF.
This donation is based on the proceeds from
a refresher course sponsored by the FES and
the College of Engineering. This course prepares engineering interns for the Engineering
Fundamentals Exam, and professional engineers for the Principles of Practice Exam.
The course for interns is offered annually
from September to November, and the fee is
$250. The professional course is also offered
annually, from January to April; the fee varies
from $220for civil engineers to $80for sanitary
engineers.
The coordinator of the refresher courses is
Dr. Paul Hartman, assist ant dean of the College of Engineering.
Dr. Gary Whitehouse,
dean of the College of Engineering, is in charge
of the FES scholarship donation.
Whitehouse said the college will "give out as
many [scholarships] as we can, and help out as
many [students] as we can." FES scholarships

One
out of ten
women
will develop
breast
cancer!
"I know.

I was that one in ten.
And mammography
helped save my life'.'
Debra Strauss

Thanks to mammog rap.hy, a
fast and simple x-ray technique,
breast cancer can now be
detected at its earliest stage while it is still high ly curable.
If you 're over 35 , the American
Cancer Society urges you to
please call your doctor for
an appointment.

are available for juniors and seniors, and graduate and transfer students.
Many of the scholarships are named in honor
of former engineering staff and faculty. Examples are the Ernst Golastein Outstanding
Junior Scholarship and the Gerald Ward Outstanding Senior Scholarship.
Both scholarships are worth an average of
$500 each to recipients.
Persons applying for these scholarships must
be full-time students, have a high GPA, be
involved in extra-curricular activities and have
a letter ofrecommendation from the chairman of
their department .
Last year's recipients of the Goldstein scholarship were Guillermo Suero, Lewis Lineberger
and William Hayward.
The recipients of the Ward scholarship were
Linda Koch, Andrea Heath and Joe Pendergrass.
Another scholarship, which is also funded by
the FES, is the Waldron McLellon Fellowship.
This is designed for graduate students specializing in environmental engineering.
Last year's McLellon Fellowship, worth
$1,500, was awarded to Steven Duranceau.
Dr . Whitehouse and his student advisory
group will be deciding on deadlines and the
division of money for each scholar shi p.
"Everyone complains about money, but we
often only get one application[for scholar ships].
Everyone should apply - it's free money," said
Whitehouse.

..

Group_finds censo~s
remain undaunted
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Would-be censors did not
temper their efforts to ban·
certain books and ideas
from schools during the past
year, a civil liberties group
that tracks censorship efforts has found.
"Censorship remains a
problem nationwide, a problem that threatens the basic
character and fundamental
integrity of the public
schools," said Arthur
Kropp, president of People
For the American Way, the
group that issued the report, called "Attacks on the
Freedom to Learn."
PFAW counted 157 attempts to censor school materials during the last year ,
and about a third of the
tries were successful.
"The most frequently
condemned book was one of

American literature's
greatest classics, Of Mice
and Men [by J ohn Steinbeck], which was challenged in schools from
Maine to Oregon," Kropp
said at a Washington D.C.
press conference Aug. 31.
Panama City, Fla.,
barred Farley Mowat's
Never Cry Wolf as "subversive," and the Connellsville, Pa., school board
, removed Judith Guest's
Ordinary People from an
English class's required
reading reading list because of "objectionable language and the description
of the sex act," added
People For The American
Way.
Kropp said he was surprised by the successful
censorships because recent
court decisions - most
notably ones overturning
SEE CENSORS PAGE 7

The Smith Coron;a Correctin& Cassette.

We've reformed the
correction srstem.
Prisoners of old-fashioned
correction systems, freedom is
here.
Smith Corona's Correcting
Cassette rneans an end to
twists, tangles and fumbles.
It's an easy:.to-load, drop-in
correction tape you can insert in
mere seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading. No more muttering under
your breath. It's that simple.
What's just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System It
simply prevents you from .
using the wrong combination
of r ibbon and correcting
cassette. .
You'll find our Correcting
Cassette and Right Ribbon
System on the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
You'll also find lots of other.

great features on the XL 2500like the Spell-Right™ 50,000
word electronic dictionary, full
line correction, WordEraser
and more.
You might expect a typewriter this sophisticated to cost
a bundle, but the XL 2500 is
surpri ingly affordable. ~
All of which makes it
"~
one of the best values
~ ,·
you can find today.
Case closed.

•

•

1
.M

•

For more 1nfur111ation on thiN product, wrlll' tn Smith Con nm Corporat ion, fi5 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 068•0
or Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.), 440 Tapscott No:id, Sc~ rbnrou11h. Ontario, ~nada M 18 tY• .
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Dukakis outlines·college loan plan
dential candidates has come forth with
a new and imaginative program for
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
college loans for people .from all walks
of life."
Democratic presidential nominee
Janet Lieberman of the U.S. StuMichael Dukakis unveiled a plan Sept. dent Ass.ociation, whic~ represents
7 to let college students repay their campus student governments in Washcollege loans at a rate that depends on ington, D.C., sa.id, "It's a very creative
how much they earn after they gradu- program to help middle-class families,
ate.
but it doesn't really address the needs
The idea - which in fact has been of low-income people."
tried at a number of campuses - immeDave Merkowitz of the American
diately drew mixed reviews.
Council on Education said:"What lowBruce Carnes, deputy undersecre- income people need is grant money.
tary at the U.S. Department of Educa- They're the least likely to take out
tion, said it would "soak" students who laons. Both presidential candidates
got well-paying jobs after graduation. need to develop plans to address the
He predicted students training to needs of the neediest."
take higher-salaried jobs would refuse
The Dukakis plan would allow any
to join the program, forcing the federal student, regardless offamily income, to
government to kick in funds to cover get a federally guaranteed student
the loan costs of lower-paid students loan, repay it through mandatory paywho would never repay all that they roll deductions during the student's
'owed.
working years for as long as they work,
Dukakis aide Thomas Herman, of or "buy out" of the program at any time
c<>urse, was more enthusiastic.
by paying a lump sum.
"This is not only feasible, it is desirAs a result, graduates who find jobs
able," he said. "It will allow everyone with high salaries could pay back more
who is qualified and wants to go to than the interest and principal on their
college to go to college."
loans, while low-income students may
Bob Aaron of the National Associa- never pay back all they borrowed.
tion of State Universities .and Land"The problem with (Dukakis']
Grant Colleges said"It is a substantive plan ... is it depends upon people who
proposal, one that should be dis- are likely to make reasonable incomes
cussed."
being willing to get soaked," said CarRichard Rosser, president of the nes.
National Association of Independant
Rosser believed the federal governCo11eges and Universities said, "We're ment will have to subsidize the proextremely pleased that one of the presi- gram to keep it viable - something
Staff Report

Dukakis says won't be necessary - but
in the long run "with the student loan
default question in a very effective
way,"thus saving taxpayers millions of
dollars.
Because the government would take
its payment directly out of grads' paychecks, the default rate - at least theoretically - would be minimal.
"It's nice that under this plan you
can graduate and go into a low-paying
job like teaching anp nursing and not
worry about paying off your loans,"
said Lieberman. "We appreciate the
creativity."
Yale University had a similar program for 3,600 students from 1972 to
1978, in which students could·borrow a
portion of their tuition from the school
and begin repaying it after graduation
at a rate of four-tenths ofl percent-or
$4 per year - for each $1, 000 borrowed.
Dukakis' plan, by contrast, would
have students repay their loans at a
rate of $8 per year for every $1,000
borrowed.
"We still think it's a plausible idea,"
said Yale's Donald Routh, director of
financial aid.
Routh said Yale dropped the idea
because it required massive amounts of
capital to maintain it. Administrators
figured it would take 1 7 years before
payments would reduce the outstanding balance owed the university.
Yet fears that students anticipating
a high income would not participate in
such a program proved not to be true,
Routh added.

Carne's own Education Department
also has promoted an "income contingent loan" program, now being •tested
atl 0 campuses.
In his last two federal college budget
proposals, in fact, President Reagan
asked Congress to replace virtually all
Guaranteed Student Loans with lowincome contingent loans, but Congress,
heeding educators' testimony that it
was too early to tell if the idea is workable, opted for a pilot program instead.
Under the Reagan plan, all borrowers would have to repay all the principal and interest they owed in a prescribed time.
Under Dukakis' plan, loan repayments would come directly out of
graduates' paychecks, much like their
Social Security payments.
Grads would not have repayments
deducted from eainings over a certain
cap, probably to be set somewhere between $50,000 and $100,000 a year.
Grads who borrowed $20,000 to get
through college and earned, say,
$20,000 would repay the government
$500 in a year, or 2.5 percent of their
income.Students would take out the loans,
which would be guaranteed by the
government, through banks.
Aaron thought it interesting that
Dukakis, who has trailed Republican
presidential nominee George Bush in
the polls since mid-August, unveiled
the "substantive" proposal because he
SEEDUKAKIS PAGE 7
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Sessions to give information · to young entrepreneurs
The Orlando area was selected,
along with 100 other
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
sites in the U.S., to stage the
seminars as a resu lt of it s
The Young Entrepreneur small busine$S potential, said
Seminars, or YES, is a series of Morris. "Orlando is one of the·
seminars intended to aid new- top three cities in the country
comers to the business world. for new business starts ... and
The seminars are being one of the-fastest growing," he
sponsored by the Small Busi- said.
The Small Business Adness Administration, and are
expected to provide important ministration is also striving to
information on a wide range of implement"Young
topics. These include various Entrepreneur's Day". This
aspects of getting started, fi- project is being put before the
nance, marketing, franchising governors of all 50 states in an
effort to gain their recognition.
and legal services.
The plan has received some
"What they want to do is
expose as many young people favorable response from sevin this country to some funda- eral states. The seminars
mental information on start- themselves are expected to
ing a new venture, " said Dr attract a goal of 30,000 people
Mike Morris, assistant profes- in attendance across the counsor of marketing at UCF and try. If the YES seminars are
successful, an effort will be
chief organizer of the project.
by J.L.Perez

Specializing in Autos

& Howell Branch Rd.
Win ter Park

Business seminars set

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything

·m ade to continue them in the
future.
The seminars, costing $15
per person, will be held at the
Student Center Auditorium
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 22 and are
open to students and non-students alike. Those who attend
can register on the day of the
seminars; however pre-registration is advised because
there is an attendance limit of
300 persons. Registration will
be on a first-come, first-serve
basis.
Lunch will be provided at
nominal cost and free refreshments will be served at breaks.
The event will be capped off
with a special panel discussion
featuring five successful local
entrepreneurs.
For more information, call
Morris at 275-2108.s

Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
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Attention All Students

BSU ELECTION
RESULTS
Ticketmaster is here!! f It's located in the
Kiosk. The Kiosk will have information
and listings on scheduled performances and events and will also be able
to sel! any Ticket Master programs and
seats.
Open during the same
hours as the Kiosk.
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consumption, saying it hast
- - - - · with a plastic non-removable been looked at by a 1oca1 Moth brace]et.
ers Against Drunk Driving
I
Underage people are freely chapter an by employees of
admitted,butarewarnedboth Church Street Station .
"It's well thought[-outL but
by signs posted in the entrance
and by Wild Pizza employees somebody's going to try to beat
that they will not be allowed to the system. This was just that
1 percent who decided to press
consume alcohol.
Victor Collazo, director of it," Collazo srud.
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CENSORS
FROM PAGE4

12269 University Boulevard .(across from U.C.F.)

:

~------------------------------~

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a m mber of the Anny Nurse
Corp . The caduc u on the left
mean you'r part of a health car
sy tern i which ducarional and
...
career advanc m nt are th rul ,
··
not the excepfrm. The go a bar
on the right mean you command re pect a an Anny officer. If you 're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY

book bannings in Tennessee
and Alabama and a U.S. Supreme Court scuttling of a
Lousiana law requiring
schools to teach creationism if
they a so teach evolution should have been grave }ega}
setbacks.
He predicted censorship efforts would continue, primarily because many of the groups
mostly fundamentalist
Christian sects - trying to
ban books and ideas are now
running candidates for their
local school boards.

hand the poht1cians art
carped on because they don L
FROM PAGE 5
offer anything substantial,
he said.
"Then when they offer
thin ks it's something the
something substantial, special
American people want.
Although he commended interest groups come out with
the Massachusetts governor complaints about technica1
for developing a program with minutiae. It all comes down to
meat Aaron feared it will be jealousy. They're jealous because they didn't think of 1t
used against him.
"Things are a little out of first."

DUKAKIS

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

SADD ON CAMPUS
WED. SPM
l+'s irre.spot\~ible.. drit'ki"S Which
h'3rW'!I or e..t\d-anser.s ~e.. dri"~
or ~er people,...
About 23,000 people die
in alcohol-related crashes
on U.S. highways each
year.

1.U-.JtUU TO 111"5
Drunk driving Is a factor
In about 130,000 Injuries
to teenagers every year.
~MUM

Al9ohol is a factor in at
least 45 % of all cases
of spouse abuse.

STUDENTS AGAINST
DRIVING DRUNK

"It is certainly the right sf
such groups to become involved, but it is also certainly
the responsibility of other cib zens to respond," Kropp ~aid.
PFAW will release a free
"how-to" guide for community
groups fighting censorship in
the next few weeks, he added.
"I think it is one-sided and
shallow to present every parent complaint as an act of cen sorship," srud Jordon Lorence
of Concerned Women for
America, one of the groups
PFAW says is a leading censorship proponent.
"Everytime a conservative
objects [to a bookJ1 it's ce _ orship," Lorence said.
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CONGRATULATIONS
lc.Q'f.UEsiANJS ~Nr5)U,NCJ~
of the
1989 Miss Urliversity of
Central Florida Scholarship
Pageant
CONTESTANTS:
Mary Sue Cameron ·Suzanne Loflin
Kim Ci mock• Jennifer Okaty
Elaine Dietz• Nancy Robards
Tracy Daugherty. Jill Schumacker
Alison Hall• Shallsa Sloan
Galfit Kerney. Lisa Thomas

DANCERS:

• • •
.

A-my :Wasserman
Jill Allen
Kim Krotine

KNIGHT-TIME PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

HOMECOMING 88 ·
PEP
RALLY
. 7:00
atthe

POST
PARTY

10:00

~

SCA

GYM

JERRY SEINFELD
. with opening act

STEVIE B.
Fri. October 14th at the UCF Gym 8:00

Tickets Available at the Kiosk
The Miss University of Central Florida Pageant is a
Miss America preliminary.

STUDENTS:$5.00ALUMNl:$10.00 .
GENERAL ADMISSION:$12.00.

The Central Florida Fu~ure, October 4, 1988,
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COMPUTER
FROM PAGE 1

"Apple h_a s always been an
edu-cationai computer. It can
take 10to15 minutes for someone to sit down and learn hQw
to use on~, while it'll take perhaps a week or two to people
are using it," said Schmidt. "It
is now in about 30 to 40 percent
of the business market, while
dominating
the education
market. All this helped us
make our choice."

Our warehouses here at the
Government Printing Office
contain more than 16,000 differ ent
Government publications. Now
we've put togeth er a catalog of
nearly 1,000 of th e most popular
books in our inventory. Books like

Wed. $2.75 Pitcher Beer• $2.75 Doz. Oyste rs
Thurs. Free Omelet Bar 5-7pm • 2 for 1 Drinks
Live Entertainment: Jason Webb/
Buffet Show 8:00pm-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. Jason Webb Band 9:00pm-1 :OOam
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· ; :· The Sanbar Restaurant
Cassleton Corners Shopping Plaza
1007 N. Hwy. 436

.... ,•,.. • •

•

677·0197

Infant Care, National Park Guide
and Map, The Space SHuttle at
Work, Federal Benefits
for V eterans and
Dependents, and Th e

.
Back-Yard Mechanic. Books on

subjects ranging from
agriculture, business, children,
and diet to science, space
exploration, transportation, and
vacations. Find out what the ·
Government's books are an about
For your free copy of our new
bestseller catalog, write -

937

New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013

Bestsellers
A Man's Gotta Do
What A Man~
Gotta Do

NO COVER CHARGE

North of Aloma on 436

A Musical Comedy by Laurence Schwab, B.G. DeSylva

All young men have
one responsibility in
common. They have to
register with Selective
Service within 3P days of
their 18th birthday. It's
quick. It's easy. And it's
the law.

and Ray Henderson

A pubLic service message of chis publication and selective service System

The University of
Central Florida Theatre
presents

Goon ~ NEWS !
At the University Theatre

October 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10• at 8:00pm
October 9 (Sunday) at 2:00pm
Admission: $8.00
UCF Theatre's Contribution to the 25th Anniversary Celeb!'lltion.

GOOD NEWS! is a bright and sassy mu ical
comedy spoofing the foibles and fortune of .
college life in the roaring twenties.
*SPECIAL HOMECOMING WEEK PERFORMANCE
MONDAY, OCTOBER 10
Discount adnission for UCF Students and Alumni
$5.00 per person

Call 275-2862, 10-3 weekdays,
for reservations and information
20MB Hard Disk &

3.5" Floppy Drive

Suggested Retail Price: $4999~

Special Student Price : $2799~
40MB Hard Disk &

Foods For Better Living

3.5" Floppy Drive

Suggested Retail Price: $5599~

Special Student Price:$3099~

(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to Publix)

Mon. - Fri.: 10-7 • Sun day: 12-5
Closed Saturdays

<~
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G;J~

657-4462
25% off

KAL and SOLGAR Vitruruns
.
10%0ff
TWIN LAB Amino Acids and Body Building
Supplements

Sandwich and Juice Bar

f95£¥1iil

Body Building Nutrients • Amino Acids • Herbs
Meat Substitutes • Grain Breads • Legumes
Dried Fruits • Raw Nuts • Whole Grains

MAKE US YOUR
HEALTH FOOD STORE

ZENITH INNOVATE.5 AGAIN- WITHTHE NEW BATIERY- DRJVEN SUPERSPORT 286"'TO GET YOUR CAR£ERON THE FAST TRACK.
Compact. Lightweight. Yet bursting with 286 desktop speed and power. Operating at 12 MHz with zero
wait state technology. To tackle research, engineering, statistics, architecture and math-intensive classes.
That's lhe new SupersPort 286 from Zenith Data Systems- today's leader in.battery-operated portables.
ADVANCED DESKTOP PERFORMANCE TO GO. The SupersPort 286 offers fast 20MB or 40MB hard disks
and 3.5" l.44MB floppy drive to carry volumes of data and application programs. IMB RAM-expandable
to 2MB with EMS and extended memory capabilities to run MS-DOS11> and MS-OS~ PC/XT and AT
compatibility to give you the ability to multi-task applications. Plus a detachable battery with AC
adapter/ recharger. for 286 desktop standards in a truly portable PC.
ENJOY BETIER HOURS ON CAMPUS. Hours of battery power, that is. For greater productivity in all
your classes. After all, the SupersPort 286 features Zenith's comprehensive Intelligent Power
Management-a system that lets you control how your battery power is consumed so you won't waste
valuable energy on components and peripherals not in use.
AN EASY READ ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS. For crisp text and superior readability, the SupersPort 286
also features Zenith renowned dazzling back-lit Supertwist LCD screen with 640 x 400 double-scan CGA
resolution for greater clarity. The screen even tilts back ISO.degrees so it lies flat to accommodate a
desktop mon~tor.
TO HARNF.ss THE NEW SUPERSPORT 286 PORTABLE PC AT ASPECIAL STUDENT PRICE, VISIT
YOUR ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT TODAY:
Seminole Computer
98 W. Broadway• Oviedo, FL
365-8633
or

Zenith Data Systems
(404) 446-6170

'"nwldata
systems
THe OLWJ1Y GOES IN BEFORE THe """4E GOES ON•

c..,..

l'C. XT and AT arc ..._1s1erc<1 lradtma.U of ISM
MS.DOS and MS.OS hrc rc1ilt<rc<l l11dtma1bolMicn>JGllC..,,.
Spttial pricillJl offfrllood only on pun:haKJ dir«tlrlhn>UJh Z<nil h Conlad(•l liJlrd•"°"' by lludtnts.
(acuity and starT for thtlr own UK, No other dlKnunlt apply, Umil one PQNbk ~DOMI computtr pe:r
lnclmdual on any 12·mbnlh P<riod Pricu subl<cl l•<hanc< wichou1 no1b .
fom No. 1391
0 1'88, Zenilh l)ola Sy$l<IM

.
Homecoming:
Nothing to write
home about?

•

You know, Homecoming just won't be the same
without Afr Supply this year.
Sure, they were pretty mellow and it is hard to find
an Air Supply fan anywhere, but the band had something up on the band that will be appearing after the
game this year.
They were there.
The football team is about the only thing to get excited about at this Homecoming.
Jerry Seinfeld will be here, yet seating is limited to
only 2,300 UCF students (out of more than 18,000).
And if that weren't enough, students have to pay $5
for their only outside Homecoming entertainment.
The money that will be collected for the Jerry
einfeld concert supposedly will go towards finding
another band to play the campus sometime in the
mture.
What good does that do students now?
The debate about Homecoming entertainment
started this summer. A problem arose when the
athletic department decided not to pay for a band this
year due to the money it lost in previous years.
This eft the decision solel
in
tudent
Governme t's hands.
Studen Body President Denver Stutler expressed
Okay, show of hands, who watched the presiden·nterest · an outdoor concert on th green for the tial debate?
students 1'he funds were there, yet, somehow the
Quiz time: What was missing from the deb~te?
uppo from other members of S was not.
Peter Jennings was there looking like, well, only
The re ult is simple: No concert or festivity after Peter Jennings can look like. Anne Groer was there
the footbaJ1 game.
from The Orlando Sentinel"s Washington bureau,
Seinfeld will be fun but should not be paid for by proudly representing Central Florida. And of
. the students when he is their only form ofHomecom- course, the audience was there thinking they were at
mg entertainment.
a college pep ral1y.
There may be a chance, though.
No, the mi sing elements were on stage.
Stutler is somewhat flexible and with enough
Sure, Bush and Dukakis were present, but what
student input (suggestions, comments or com- was missing was somebody that the United taes of
plaints), other options may be implemented at the America can respect. The debate lacked a conflict
last moment.
between real men.
One idea under consideration is either Jowering
To say that there ar no more heroes left in the
the price of tickets to the Seinfeld concert or making world ma ound a bit cliched but it is sadly true.
them free altogether.
The deb te i a perfect example. Here you have
The reason that SG is making students pay for the two men who claim that they are the most fit to lead
tickets is that they don't want UCF students using the United t, tes of America. What do we want as a
other people's ID to get more than their share of president? We want a hero of orts.
tickets anc. often not even show to the event.
All the presidential debate did was give both
Possibl solution: Let students in for free as long as candidates a chance to defend their repuatation in
they have their UCF ID at the door. Then make the front of the other candidate, not to mention most of
non-students pay either $3, $5 or whatever price.
the country.
Due to the llmited seating, ifSGforces students to
The candidates seem to have given up on the idea
buy a ticket in advance, SG might want to lower the of looking like true leaders. Now, the contest is to
price to about $3. Maybe there is a possibility that a simply not look as bad as the other guy· he who dies
local band could play on the green after the game.
with the most bad press lo ses. These men are not
This year, the Knights are climbing like they have heroes, they're door to door alesmen with the enti re
never climbed before, yet at this point, Homecoming country as their market area.
is not half of what is was last year.
Do we really want Bush? The only time he gets
UCF is .one of the top-ranked teams in Division II really assertive is when he is defending himself. Hey
and deserves to have a top-ranked Homecoming. This George, why do you get so uptight about Iranscam
is UCF's finest year.
and Noriega? Could it be ... oh, I don't know ... maybe
Please call either The Central Florida Future at because you have ... SOMETHING TO HIDE?
275-2865, or SG at 275-2191 to express your though ts
Not really the heroic type.
and ideas for a better 1988 Homecoming.
And how about this "Duke" guy? A little bit more
assertive than the Bushman, but I rea11y would not
want to go swimming in Boston Harbor anytime
soon. This is strange. One of the firmest stands a

Where have our heroes gone?

~~The Central Florida Future

Little Man, Big Mouth :
Democrat can take is on the environment, yet, at this
pomt, no one can stand Boston Harbor.
It is apparent that looking for heroes in presidential politics is a useless task. So where are the heros
hiding? The 1988 Summer Olympics seemed to be a
good place to look.
Here you have someone to really look up to: the
fastest man in the world, Ben Johnson. What was
that? He took what?!!? Who has the gold now? You
mean that American guy with the ego and the rap
group. 000000000!!
Maybe popular music is the answer. Let's see,
Michael Jackson is making the most money, so he
must be doing something worth respect. Well, he ...
ah, the Elephant Man, the rights to the Beatles'
songs, ah ... Okay, maybe popular music is not a good
xample.
But what is?
The world's lack ofheros seems to be the root of the
worlds depression. Politicians disappoint us, athletes bu drugs from us, muscians try to buy our bones
when we die and astronauts ... and astronauts, hey,
wait a minute.
Going up in a contraption that has been known to
explode just to put the U.S. back in space sounds
pretty darn heroic. Why can t our politicians be like
our astronauts?
Wouldn't it be nice if the presidential candidates
went up in the shuttle and never came back? They
could take Michael Jackson and Carl Lewis with
them for musical entertainment. Who would lead the
country? Real honest people like the astronauts and,
oh, I don't know ... Y.K Kim.
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P.O. Box 25000, Qrlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275 -2865
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• COME ON, CAMP

David Schlenker
Managing Editor
Deputy Managing Editor
I Design
"
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Production Manager

Crickett Drake
Paul Owers
Kristen Sweet
Benjamin B. Markeson
Angie Hyde
Kasha Kitts

Business Manager
Ad Production Manager
Classified Manager

Cindy Cowen
Jim Hobart
Tammy Thompson

Leslie Jorgensen

R. Scott Horner

Opinions expressed In Th~ Cuu,al F/o,ida Future are those of the editor or writer and not
necessarily those of the Board of Publicat ions. University Administration. or Board or
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the author's signature,
major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing and become the copy·
righted property of I he newspaper. The Ctn"al Ffo,ida Futu't Is a free. non-profit. twice
-weekly newspaper published during the academic year.

I am responding to Mr.
Campanaro's editorial concerning
Student Government's survey
conducted this summer.
As a member of Pi Sigma Epsilon (PSE), the professional business organization which formulated the questionaire for Student
Government, and as a participant
in the committee which made the
survey, I must take exception to
what Mr. Campanaro had to say.
Mr. Carripanaro stated that the
survey was a "psychological questionaire carefully planned to make
SG continue to believe it has a
reason to exist."
Nothing could be further from
the truth. PSE, which provides its

members with hands-on experience in the marketing trsearch
field, was very careful in using only
scientific methods in reaching its
results. We try to be anything but
biased. Just ask the organizations
for whom we do service, sales and
professional marketing profects
such as FMC Corp., Cellular One
and so on.
Mr. Campanaro wrote that the
survey failed to "give those polled
an opportunity to S\lggest different
ways for SG to spend its more than
$1 million ofrevenue or, indeed, to
even question SG's right to exist at
all."
On the contrary, not only was
there ample space to give recommendations on the survey, but
PSE conducted a "focus group" to

find out why people answer as
they did.
I suggest the next time Mr.
Campanaro chooses to criticize
something, he should use the investigative method of Sgt. Joe Friday of Dragnet fame: "Just the
facts, ma'am."

•

Clark B. Ha.mpton
public relations

•
Letters to the Editor must be
typed and include the author's
signature, major and phone
number.

•

•
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Quotes

Program meeting this Wed., Oct. 5 in FA216.
If you have not paid your dues, please bring
them to the meeting. $25 new members, $15
renewal. New members alw~ys welcome.
Alpha Tau Omega

Let's get out and support Football; ATO A&B
and Little Sister teams. Pledge car wash, Oct.
8&9.
GOKNIGHTSI

Get involved with the Student Personnel
Association this Thur., 3:30pm, CEBA II ,
rrn.188. Meeting will consist of planning for
future.

1986VW16 valve Scirocco5sp., AC, AM/FM,
cass., power windowsllocks/mirrors/steenng,
Enkei rims, radar detector, car cover. Red w/
black Int. 36,000 miles. Call John, 658-4464.
Excellent cond.
·

Do you need help with your housework? Then
"At Your Service" can help youl "At Your
Service" performs all normal cleaning functions. Call 629-4141 .

J

Tutor. Cheap rate. Physics, math, stat. Call
240-1703, eves & wknds.

Is it.true you can buy Jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. government? Get the facts today I Call 1312-742-1142 Ext. 689.
FAST TYPING SERVICE

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

One week until Homecoming so let's get ready
with Attitude Adjustment on Friday and a party
at the house on Saturday. The Sig Alphs and
Tri-Delts will go all the way.
Mktg. firm seeks individual to work PIT or FIT
marketing credit cards to students on cam·
pus. Flexible hours. Earn between $90. $150
per day. Call 1-800-932-0528. Ext.25.

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Dinner at'the house Wed., 7:00.
A-team game today at4:00. Have a good time
'cause I'm in Boston I! Sign up for volleyball in
the Cafe. Bus tickets available.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours to fit
schedule. Call 699-1636.

Kappa Delta

Congrat's KD football I Next game Wed. 5:00.
Let's see everyone out there! Hey Big Sis's,
your new Lil' Sis's love you. Pledges, don't
forget your questions and keep that KD smile!

Commodore 64 Color Computer, disk drive,
color printer-$350 buys all with GEOS Soft·
ware and mouse and a lot more software. Call
Jay, 260-2390.

Babysitter needed: Occasional, but fairly
regularly, mostly week nights, for infant 2 mo.
old and boy 3 yrs. old. Experience and references a must. Julie, 273-9723.

Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Over 18,300 satisfied students and
4
grouches.
671-3007
Excellent word processing - 366-0538.
General typing, resumes, term papers .re·
.ports. Binding available. $3 pg & up. 657·
7278.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.

Hey LA 1Thanks for getting us all sick you scumbag.
From now on be more careful you slamhound, you I
Love, your 3 roommates from hell

•

Attractive, black female seeks tall, white male
(6'1" or taller) stocky build, PO Box 590342,
Ori., FL 32859.
Moose, CC & Stace:
Thanks agaln for the Jimmy B. and rodent
cake. Photos will be here soon (Evidence!)
Love, Mouse
Deb & Doreen:
Breakfast anyone? Tennis, maybe? Thanks
agaln for a great 22nd. You guys are great!
Love, Jimbo

Pro typing $1/pg Debbie 695-6146.
Typing, Word Processing 275-6210.

Quotes

All communications students are Invited to
anendC-day acLAke Clair this Friday, Oct 7.
Free hot dogs and sodas, volleyball and FUN
for all. Come out and help us celebrate becoming an official school at UCF. See you between
12 and 4 on Fnday . Sponsored by Quotes the
Adv/PR club.

1986 Honda Civic SI, sunroof, AIC, 5-speed,
fuel inj., tinted windows, and more . Must sell I
$6400. cair Scon, sn-7563.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 AVAILABLE !
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025 Toll-free
(800)351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.

Companion to share drive/expenses on tnp to
NJ During xmas & New Year holidays. NONSMOKER A MUST! 351-0042.

Whoever picked my gold diamond ring from
the library basement RR can name their price.
Randy n4-0113

Let the Clas~ified Advertising Section oi the Future
help you get what you want! Call Tammy at x260I for more info.

UNIVERSrIY

.

BOOKSTORE

HOMECOMING
Black & Gold Sale

250/o OFF

'

.
•

All UCF BlaCk & Gold Clothing
10 Days Onlf: October 3-14 ·

•

Coupons are not redeemable
during this sale.
· 1'
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FROM PAGE 16
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given the home field because of
its attendance figures.
UCF seems headed toward
the playoffs and will virtually
be assured of home games if
attendance remains high. The
Knights have dangled potential dollar signs in front of the
NCAA with crowds of 32,000
and 22,000 in the last two
home c0ntests.
That is something no other
Division II team can do, not
even North Dakota State. Hey
are there even 32,000 people in
the entire state of North Dakota?
Evenifthere are, if you were
an NCAA official would you
rather take a trip in early

December to Orlando or North
Dakota? You don't see too
many athletes saying they're
going to North Dakota moments after Winning a world
championship, do you?
So for now UCF must be
content with No. 2, which isn't
that bad. Not as many teams
will gun for UCF. After all,
how many teams say they
want to be No. 2?TheNo. 2 slot
also gives UCF more incentive
to gain more respect and protects the Knights from complace11cy.
The best cure for those No. 2
blues is attendance at all UCF
games at the Florida Citrus
Bowl-Orlando, where there is
room for 55,000 fans.
And be patient. We will get
our chance to prove who is
really No. 1 in the playoffs.

impact of THE HIT was heard
across the field and the result
FROM PAGE 16
turned the dejected Knights
faithful who decided to wait
yards, kiclterTravisAllen split out the final minute into a
the uprights with a 32-yard frenzy.
Allen's role was poetic jusfield goal with two seconds left,
giving UCF a 35-33 victory tice for the barefoot kicker. He
over a feisty UNA team Satur- earlier missed an extra point
which would have prevented
day night.
"We were trying to strip the the need for late-game mirball anyway we could," Bogan acles.
"I kind of put us in a hole by
said of THE HIT. "I saw him
sprint out and I got a good shot missing that earlier extra
at him. It was the biggest point," Allen said. "I was just
glad to get the call and have a
tackle I ever made."
Fearing UCF's punt-block- chance to straighten things
ing ability, UNA had Compton out at the end."
Extra point problems have
run with the ball, rather than
fall down, allowing Bogan to plagued UCF all season and it
unload his 6-foot-2-inch, 230- almost cost the Knights a
pound frame on the quarter- game Saturday.
"What we have to do is exeback.
The thunder-like sound of cute the snap and put the ball

GAME

through the goalposts on those
extra points," Coach Gene
McDowell said. "Then the
game won't be in doubt at the
end."
The game also would not
have been in doubt at the end if
it had not been for a spirited
UNA comeback led by Compton.
Trailing 32-17 late in the
third quarter, UNA cut into
the lead with a 32-yard J. D.
Lane field goal. Compton
scored on fourth quarter runs
on 1 and 6 yards, giving the
Lions' a 33-32 lead with 3 :23
left.
"He is a real good quarterback who is hard to contain,"
Bogan said of Compton, who
ran for 142 yards and passed
SEE WIN PAGE 15

PLEASE REGISTER TO VOTE IN THE UPCOMING ELECTION .
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This fan misses wild finish gives parking lot perspective

Wearing these shoes
will get you suspended.

I

Independently suspended.
Kaepa's patented Independent Suspension
system equips you to take on physical
and emotional challenges that would
break most humans. like walking to class.
As any third-year medical student
knows after consulting his
notes, the human foot is
divided into two parts.
A Kaepa shoe is
divided the same
way, and connected by the

patented Action Hinge. ·· So it works like
the foot.
The result is comfort so radical, the administration would ban it if they realized.
What's more, Kaepa gives you Snap-in
Logos· that let you change
colors to match what you're
wearing.
So if you'd like to start
living it up from the ankles
down. get yourself
suspended as soon as possible.

~~l<a~pa

The Doug Flutie Miracle of
'84 was made absurd in its
normalcy Saturday night by
what will come to be known as
THE GREAT FINISH. But I
was not there to witness it.
With 57 seconds left, I had left
the Citrus Bowl with thousands of others. I am losing the
will to live.
I was walking in a crowd to
my car when suddenly a great
roar arose from the cave of the
stadium. Something had happened.
Everybody stopped
walking and looked back at the
stadium-and there were
thousands of us.
What had happened? A
fumble? An interception?
What?
We all stood and offered our
pin-headed suggestions. With
complete strangers I stood in
wonder and amazement.
Then, some of us began running back to the stadium, others to our cars and radios.
Thous.ands of people were
standing around, dazed. My
car was across the street from
the stadium. Theroarfrom the
stadium increased. I turned
on the radio to hear the broadcaster say, ''This is the most

incredible, unbelievable ending I have seen in my 22 years
of football."
What had happened? I said
to the crowd, "I think we won!"
They stared at me in utter
disbelief. What had happened?
Thenitcame. LJCFwinson
a field goal with two seconds
left!" I leapt out of my car. The
crowd stepped forward with
huge eyes.
"We won!" I
shouted. "We won-we recovered a fumble and kicked a
field goal with seconds left."
One older-man stepped up
and said: wyou better get out of
town, son. Tell the truth, now."
(That is an exact quote. I wrote
it down.)
Suddenly horns began
honking, headlights were
flashing on and off, bells were
tinging, people were running
down the streets like madmen,
screaming.
Word _s pread
quickly. The roar from the
Citrus Bowl rose into a sublime and wonderful thing, a
sort of physical exclamation
point to THE GREAT FINISH.
There were no tear-filled
eyes in Mudville. Casey had
not struck out. NO. In fact,
Casey had ripped a grand slam
in the bottom of the ninth with
two outs.
But I was standing out in
the street, like an idiot, wondering what the fool people
were yelling about. I had lost
the will to live.

Independent Suspension For Your Foot'·
For nearest retail locations. I ·800-233-4095. Ext. 224

Sports Unlimited
Athletic Store
Pro-Am Locker
Team Sports Center
Sport Port
Athlete's Foot
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MEDICAL BILLS ARE THE
LAST
.
THIN.GS ON A STUDENT'S MIND.
.

WHY NOT PROTECT YOURSELF FROM THIS
UNNECESSARY EXPENSE?
In cooperation with the Student Health Center, there is a student
accident and sickness insurance program designed especially for
the students of the University of Central Florida.
The plan is underwritten by COLONIAL LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, provides coverage up to $25,000 at very little cost.to you.
FALL

SEMI-ANNUAL

PAYMENT

PAYMENT

STUDENT ONLY
Basic Health & Accident
$128
Major Medical
$252
Basic & Major Medical
$332
CO ERASE FOR SPOUSE & CHILDREN IS

$64
$126
$166
LSD A AILAB · E.

All

.students
are welcome
to· attend the
first Student
senate meeting of the
newly-elected
senators.
October 4
3:30pm

•

in the
University
Dini g
oom

Please contect the Health Center
for additional information and enrollment.

.Stop
Have you tried everything and still can't quit? The Health Resource
Center has a program--SOS (Stop Our Smoking)--to help you. This is
free to all students and meets Mondays at 1:00pm beginning October 3.
Come kick the habit! Free to all students!!
For more information call X5841.

Getting Fit

STARRS (Weight Loss)
A well-rounded exercese regimen consists of aero- Mondays at 9am or Wedbics, to strengthen the heart and lungs; weight nesdays at 10am in HRC.
training, to build key muscles; and stretching, to
improve flexibility. The rule of thumb is to work
out at least three times a week, raising your heart
, rate to its target zone for at least 20 continuous
minutes. (See box below entitled "Calculating
Heart Rate.") And remember, if you rest between
exercese for more than two days, the benefits bf
hard work will be lost, so exercise must become a
regular part of your fitness routine .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Caculating Heart Rate

After exercise, immediately take your pulse
rate by placing two fingers on one of the blood
vessels located in the neck to the left or right of
your Adam's apple. Count yout pulse for 30
seconds, then multiply that number by two.
The best activity pulse level is 65% to 80% of
your maximum heart rate . .To calculate maximum heart rate, subtract your age from 220.
Then multiply that number by 65% to obtain
your minimum rate, and by 80% to obtain your
maximum. ·When starting an exercise program, aim for the lower part of your target zone
(about 65%). And, as you become more fit,
gradually build up to .higher target zones.
Reprinted from Advil Forum on Health Educatiqn

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

•

281-5841

By Karen We.dner

SOS (Stop Our Smoking)
Mondays at 1pm in HRC.
B~eak the Smoking Chain!
SWAT Thursdays at
llam in HRC. Bring your
wellness ideas!

•

Stress Busters Control
your stress--dont let it
control you! Wednesdays at llam in HRC.
•Open forum for Student
Health Fee, Wednesc!ay,
October 5, 1988, 2pm,
Student Affairs Conference Room. All concerned students are invited.
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Big-play defense bends but doesn't break
saves game for Willis, sputtering offense
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by carlton Reese
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Now tha everyone's heart rate ·s ac t o normal,
it's time to eflect on just what went on at he Florida
Citrus Bowl- rlando on Saturday nigh .
The Knights' defensive unit faced its to ghest ask
of the year: topping North Alabama quarterback
Tommy Compton.
The Knights' defense controlled UNA's igh-powered offen e in the first half, despite giving p 7
points. The Lions' first 10 points came afte
iscues
by the UCF offense and the remainin e
an interceotion returned for a touc own
The second alf showcased the ab1 ities l f Compt on. The only way to keep him in chec wo 1 d be for
the Knight~' defense to come up wi
om 1g p ays.
The defense did respond in numero s ·ri ,1 ·al situations by orcing a turnover. They forced c ht in 11.
The first turnover came when senior Jo immons
recovered a Compton fumble after the '-'. ns ad
made succe sive first downs. That e o 'ield goal

u

d Paree

Ta e dvantage o

which tied the score at 10-10.
The big plays were just beginning. In the second
half the Knights' defense forced the ions to tum the
ball over on each of their first four ossessions. The
first turnover, a Steve Spears ecovery of another
Compton fumb e, set up a touchdown that put the
Knights in contro of the game for the rst time.
The ourt turnover was the >iggest ay of the
game at the time. Linebacker Steve ackey hauled
in a atted pass and scored a touc down It gave UCF
a 32-1 'I lead with 4:55 remaining in t e t hird quarter.
As is true with mostbig-p ay defen ses, the Knights
were bending ut not breaking. When the situation
became critical, a 1g play y the e ense was almost
expected. More often than not, ii appened.
Something trange then ~ok ace. , With UCF
eading 32- . the offense egan t o ·putter, and it was
the Lions' efense commg p with the big plays.
Before ou could say 'fumb e," . . he score was 2-27
and uNA was nockmg at the door again. With Just
under our minutes remainmg nd .he Lions with
first and goa at ., e 6-yard ine, it eemed this would
ethe astopportunityfortheKnights pullanother

A e 's kick oots
ig ts pas
A

vice
p

0

u

rabbit out of the hat. They didn't, and ~he ;Lions
score to go ahead, 33-32.
. erhaps the magic was gone, maybeUCF's defense
ha been n edge t oo long. It was time for . e offense
to nake the ig play. It didnot happen. flf'he Knight ·
lost. The game was over. Time to hea for (;he exits.
"I told the guys it wasn't over when \~ re were 4
seconr s .eft," "'aid linebacker Wyatt Bogan . ('Compto roHe oui · nd :made the it; was 10 · · ng stri
the aiI 1 but· didn't know it would j ar t~ c ball oose.'J
It di •
the efense ad its mos· ~tn ortant
recovery f the evening. It may ave ~rielded 33
omt . but caused seven turnovers and i1r .o.. luck on
'ts sia · 1 lots of it. "We were lucky but· ogan ;aused
t a t tuck," said Coach Gene McDoweJ .
L ke an old baseball philosop er one<> ·~aid, luck is
a r .s1 · ue of design. Bogan did some designing of} is
o
m the iggest play the defense m ade thi ...
yea . , · ·.he efense gave up 33 om ts I.; r I what i
acl' to <lo and at the right time. That's wi'a· makes for
a good efense. Travis Allen 1s a hero fo ,( eking the
garn -winning field goal, but the defen s
on the
game. ,· st as Tommy Compton

y

y ·1 - xwort .'
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•
Paying· r co lege 1s not an a •
1e11 vo ave t de oa
parents ,.~ ~elping out it is a wa.' 11ice to .,ave some moriev in /
accou
pending or saVP1q

yo.J
r .Ja

Fans who e t the Florida Cit s Bo'v
blew a hance
.ake the lead wn.h u •
, ai urday n 7h ., missed The Re em ti n.
vis AUe1 1 who missed m ~ :ra poi t ai ii. in The
1ig
gam : ( inc:;tNorth - ba111a,atone for. i. miscu by
h ootl 1g 32- ar <.1.,w ·c
.docT· J ft to · e
1

c

I
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.. a · as Just another field goal," Allen said.
. goal?
ith na '
-· . Allen saved the Knights from what would
ave )een a w r.· 1 aking loss, kept the team's unbeaten streak
a Jive nd prP . re \ifcDowell's perfect record against Division
Lecims dw, g . . ~
"egular season.
"WP,ve au(,;, .ol f trouble making extra points, especially
with the cen .er's c\p," Allen said. "I dug us into a hole on that
extra poin ' t
! v·
ted to straighten things out at he end."
The stor~ f len's path to Orlando is noteworthy, if not
unorthodox.· ast ear, he was in West Germany, erving as a
sergeant· ·"he J.8.Army, but followed the football fortunes of
colleges he: J·,hought <~ould use his service~.
e came to VCF a d learned that Eddie O'Brien, the Knights'
record-break.Jng k' c er, had used up his eligibility. Allen then
convinced Coach Gene McDowell to give him an opportunity to
earn the lace- cick' lg duties. He and Blake Holton have been
sharing he. · 1ositio. to date.
And on t :" rtigl1t: it was Allen stepping up under ressure to
provide he ~n ring oints .
Said Quarter acl Shane Willis, "I owe Allen my life."
J ad to

•
•

fin ding a job ca
e .Jen a, assle .
m1ri
ages, uncertain how ~ at..., ange ai ~he
seems r·1 vVery weekend ano Wu1KI lQ SO many OU
you r gr des suffer. There 1s a oe ter way

•

UPS a :ong been recognized
a leader 11 the smal package elivery
busine
e pay top wages t a · .elude oenefits such as ')aid vacatio11s and
holidays. , ese benefits are comparable to benefits that some full- i e jobs
offer. Besides the pay, UPS offer ,.onsiderably more. The steady co sistent
hours give stability to your scheduie. The work shift that ou elect will allow
you to Ian the courses you need without aving to work weekends , so you r
social iite • tays intact.

•

1

S 0

UPS offer a physical job that in fa t gives you a work-out while you work. As
a student, ·iime is very valuable and 't's important to maximize your efforts and
time .

•
What better job could suit you r eeds? Earn excellent wages with benefits o
match , . et in shape, and work hours that allow you to fulfill you r career goals
in school.

•

•
•

• UPS works through the CF
Placement office in accepting
~pplications for part time
loaders and unloaders.
• Excellent pay - more an
DOUBLE MINIMUM WA E
• Paid vacations and ho idays.
• Work shifts4:30 A.M.
5:30 P.M.
10:30 P.M.
• For an interview appointment,
sign up in the Career ; esource
Center (Admin. 124)

WIN
FROM PA
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for 93. "He wore our defense down."
"Compton c1 e' tee ~ avoc out there," McDowell added.
Compton '. ,ou t\,erpart, UCF quarterback Shane Willis,
struggled throughout the game.
Despite completing 22 of 42 passes for 291 yards, Willis threw
three interceptions, including one returned for a touchdown by
James Davis to give UNA a 17-10 second quarter lead.
"The offensive execution was terrible and it was ""llostly my
fault," Willis said.
After UNA's touchdown interception, UCF ree· ed off 22
unanswered points. Blake Holton connected on a 42-yard field
goal and the defense contributed with a 20-yard interception
return for a touchdown by linebacker Steve Mackey.
However, an extra point and two-point conversion were missed, costing the Knights three points which the Lions took
advantage off, setting the stage for the photo finish.

UPS is an Equal Opportunitv :mployer
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Poll problems are
no concern - yet

Knight·s win
last-second
thriller, 35.33
by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Oh, those No. 2 blues.
Defeat seemed inevitable.
It's the latest epidemic to sweep the
UCF, once up 32-17, had seen North
UCFcampus.
Alabama rally to take a 33-32 lead with
The symptoms: 1.) Disbelief and
three minutes left. Any last hopes of
shock at not being the No. 1 team in the
victory faded on a botched field goal
country. 2.) Extreme hatred toward the
attempt by UCF with 54 seconds left.
Division II poll committee. 3.) Ill feelAs gloom set in on Knightland, the
ings toward those swindlers of our No.
University of North Alabama simply
1 ranking, North Dakota State.
had to sit on the ball and run offthe last
The outbreak occurred two we~ks
seconds to preserve the upset.
ago. UCF, No. 3 at the time, had just
Then came THE HIT.
defeated then-No. 1 Troy State. The
It was perhaps the most important
Knights, innocently enough, figured
ofUCF's football history. Notonlydidit
they would then claim the top spot.
keep UCF from the jaws of defeat but
After all, if you conquer the king of the
hill then you take over his position,
right?
Those with any traces of intelligence
For Complete Game Coverseemed to agree with this hypothesis.
age, see page 15
However, the poll committee with its
higher level of astuteness bad other
ideas as it placed North Dakota State,
THE HIT also prevented a major dewho was No. 2, at the hdm.
railment in UCF's playoff drive.
Seems the committee finally got
THE HIT was compliments of Allaround to reading its rule book and, lo
American linebacker Wyatt Bogan.
and behold, found a team could not
With 33 seconds left, he nailed UNA
jump ahead of another team if both
quarterback Tommy Compton at the
teams won. However, in the previous
26-yard line, forcing a fumble that was
Joe W mst niCE TRAL FLORIDA FUnJRE
polJ North Dakota State jumped from
recovered by safety Keith Evans.
No. 6 to No. 2 ahead ofUCF, who went University of North Alabama quarterback Tommy Compton makes his way
After three quick plays netting 11
from No. 5 to No. 3. Must have tempo- through the Knight defense. Compton ran for 142 yards and passed for 93 more,
rarily misplaced its rule book, huh?
but threw 4 interceptions and fumbled twice in UCF's 35-33 victory.
SEE GAME PAGE 13
So why not place UCF back in front
of North Dakota State like it was originally? The committee could have
waited another week before it started
going by the rules. But the committee
apparently felt two wrongs don't make
a right and UCF had to settle for being
toughest teams we've played so far.
day.
the bridesm~~-~.
by Bill Foxworthy
In the third game against r-AU, the So I guess this was sort of a grudge
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
After initial shock and an explanaLady Owls were trying to make a come- match. We were hyped."
tion was given, the victims of this unUCF won in much the same way
back and had the Lady Knights down 2fortunate plague of depression began to
The UCF volleyball team im- 11 before UCF rallied to win the final against FAMU.
wonder just who is this North Dakota
"We
went
out
strong,"
proved its record to 10-5 with a pair game.
State team.
"It was sheer effort on the part of the McClemmon said. "FAMU is a conof weekend victories at the UCF
Well, besides the No. 1 ranking,
team," Coach Dee Dee McClemmon ference team and they're fairly
gym.
North Dakota State has something else
On Friday against Florida Atlan- said of the comeback. "We just never tough."
UCF does not yet have -tradition.
The Lady Knights are now undetic University, about 100 fans stopped hustling."
Since 1965, the Bisons have won six
FAU went into the match with a 14- feated within the New South
cheered from the bleachers as the
Division II titles. Between 1981 and
team went on to win 15-4, 15-6, and 1 record, including a five-game victory Women's Athle.tic Conference. The
1986, they were in the title game each
"We felt team has several players who have
over UCF three weeks ago.
16-14.
year except 1982, winning in 1983,
The Lady Knights then whipped we should have won that one," contributed to the victories.
1985 and 1986.
FAMU 15-5, 16-14, 15-6 on Satur- McClemmon said. "FAU is one of the
Jill Knutson, a freshman setter
Last year, the Bi sons were 6-4 under
starting in place of the injured
first year coach Rocky Hager. Hager's
Kathy Fill, ''has been doing a great
team started quickly this year with
job,' said McClemmon.
victories over Northern Michigan (55"She's very young. But she's get21), South Dakota State (55-26), Auting more and more confidence,"
gustana (28-26) and Morningside (62McClemrnon said. "She's keeping
7).
her cool."
The Bisons' schedule is not as tough
Kelly McFarlane had 19 kills in
as UCFs, which is the toughest in
the F AU match while Marena Potts
Division II. North Dakota State plays
had 14 kills against FAMU.
all 10 games against Division II oppoJennifer Owen, who has been
nents while UCF has five dates with
having an up-and-down season,
Division I-AA teams. North Dakota
played well all-around this weekState's big game seems to be this Saturend, turning in 10 kills and seven
day against No. 4 St. Cloud State. The
defensive digs.
Bisons' will also play No.12 Nebraska"Linda Santiago has consistently
Omaha Nov. 5. However, both games
been having good matches,"
are home dates for North Dakota State.
McClemmon added. "But she's even
UCFfans who are sufferingfrom the
been overlooked because we have
blues can take heart. After all, this is
players like Marena."
Division II. Unlike Division I, the
Santiago had 11 kills and 16 digs
champion is determined on the playing
against FAU. In the FAMU match
field · and not in some smoke-filled
she turned in 13 digs.
room. A playoff system, not a poll, deThe team doesn't have time to
termines the real champion.
gloat. Tuesday brings a match at
And yot:, the fans, have an imporcross-town rival Rollins College.
tant role to play. There is one thing that
And Friday, perennial rival Univerthe NCAA deems more important than
'sity of Florida comes to town. The
the polls - money. UCF found that out
Lady Gators are ranked in the top 20
last year. Despite having a lower rank
in Division I.
Kelly Mcfarlane ( 15) and Jennifer Owen attempt to block an opponent's shot
than Indiana and Troy State, UCF was
"We're greatful to have the fans,"
in last weekend's volleyball action.
McClemmon said.

•

V-ball team ta.kes weekend pair

SEE RANKING PAGE 13
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